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Abstract—In today’s world, crowdsourcing is a highly rising
paradigm where mass people are engaged in solving a problem.
Though this system has a lot of advantages, yet people are not
interested in working on this platform. Thus, we survey people
to find out the constraints of this platform and the main reason
behind their unwillingness. 59% of people think that security
and privacy is the major challenge of a crowdsourcing platform.
Therefore, we propose a blockchain-based crowdsourced system
which can provide security and privacy to the user’s information.
We also have used a smart contract to verify the task so that
the users get the exact output that they have wanted. We
implemented our system and compared the performance with
the existing systems. Our proposed approach outperforms the
current methods in terms of cost and properties.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Crowdsourcing is a marketing platform where a large task
is distributed into a collection of small pieces and providing
those pieces into a large group of workers [1]. It is one
kind of sourcing model where individuals or organizations get
services, goods, and ideas from a huge group of participants.
Therefore, the workers get some incentives based on their
respective work [2]. Crowdsourcing can be done by using
smartphones, wearables, computers, etc. devices. Among them,
mobile crowdsourcing is one of the powerful approach that
can consolidate the wisdom of humans into mobile computations for solving the problem [3]. For collecting data
ambient light, proximity, location, movement, noise, etc. sensors are needed and every smartphone has now those sensors
like GPS, accelerometer, microphone, etc. Therefore, mobile
crowdsourcing can be utilized for collecting unstructured data
from heterogeneous sources, industrial applications as well as
for subjective assessments with the help of mobile sensors [4].
Blockchain is known as a distributed database system that
can store financial transactional records of the people in a
linear set of blocks [5]. Each of the blocks is linked with the
previous blocks. As it is a decentralized system, therefore there
will be no central administrator or third party organization
for necessary work. The participants can decide as there is
no intermediary in the system [6]. Users have the capability
of controlling their transactions. They can delete, rewrite, or
change their information easily. As there will be a unique id for
each user, hence there is no chance of data losing or hacking
[7]. Blockchain has a crypto contract or a smart contract
script that included unique addresses, executable functions,

and variables. Therefore, there is a controlling over the digital
currency transactions. It is one kind of computer code that runs
on the blockchain system as an agreement among two people.
Based on the agreement the transactions will happen in the
smart contract. Thus, it will be added to the public database
which can’t be changed. Then the blockchain will process the
transactions that happen in the smart contract.
As crowdsourcing is getting popular day by day, still the
users have to face numerous problems like resource limitation,
privacy and security, spatio-temporal issues, etc. [8]. The main
problem is there is no confidentiality [9]. Hence, crowdsourcing with blockchain can be a useful system to resolve those
problems fruitfully. As the smart contract will increase the
sustainability of the information with a data-centric approach
[10]. It can endure the people accountable not only for front
end performance but also for back end sustainability. Hence,
the user’s privacy will be maintained and they can get all the
facilities in a useful manner.
Our work aims to implement a crowdsourced task management model employing blockchain to provide security and
privacy of the participants along with the task. We have used
the smart contract for fairness of the task assessment. The
participants can also submit rating points, which helps the
coordinator to select the task contributors. As we are storing
the task information in the blockchain network, it is difficult
for malevolent users to modify any stored information.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II overviews the related works. Section III illustrates the
motivating scenario of this work. Section IV presents an
overview of the system model and defines the problem. Section
V describes the details of the proposed blockchain-based
crowdsourcing framework. Sections VI and VII evaluates the
approach by property analysis and shows the experiment
results. Section VIII concludes the paper and highlights some
future work.
II.

R ELATED W ORKS

The insufficient amount of research has been done in
the field of the blockchain-based crowdsourced system. Feng
and Yan [11] presented a distributed blockchain-based system
called MCS-Chain that uses consensus mechanism for block
generation. This system also has less computational overhead,
and it solves the centralization problems. CrowdBC [12] is
a decentralized crowdsourcing framework which is developed
using the blockchain network. This framework can provide a
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user’s privacy with a low service fee. CrowdSFL [13] used a
re-encryption algorithm to preserve the privacy of the users.
The authors also used blockchain-based crowdsourcing in
this model. Lu et al. proposed a decentralized crowdsourcing
system named ZebraLancer [14]. This system can also provide
confidentiality and anonymity alike CrowdSFL. BPTM [15]
is a blockchain-based task matching system that provides
data confidentiality and anonymity. It also offers a secure
and reliable task matching protocol using a smart contract.
However, each of these models has several limitations. Some
of them did not mention reputation values like other models,
and others did not provide any security analysis. Thus, we tried
to mitigate the problems of the existing works in our proposed
model.
III.

M OTIVATION S CENARIO

Before implementing this system, we asked 362 students
of Jagannath University and East-West University that whether
they are comfortable to use online task participation system
and whether they are facing any difficulties while using them.
They also have been asked to note down the issues that
need to be solved to provide an efficient task participation
framework. In this survey, around 59% of people chose the
security and privacy of their data as a significant issue. Less
than 25% of people believe that the quality of the system
and lack of knowledge to use the system as the latter issue.
Several people consider that limited resource and location of
the task participation is another issue for their unwillingness to
participate in this task provisioning. A few numbers of people
also believe that online task participation systems are less
beneficial than onsite ones. The survey result is represented
by a pie chart in Fig. 1.
Challenges of Online Task Participation Framework
3%

Security and Privacy

4%
6%

Lack of Knowledge

12%

Quality of System
Resource limitation
59%

16%

Location of the Task
Less Beneficial than Onsite
Task

Fig. 1. Challenges of Online Task Participation Framework.

IV.

S YSTEM OVERVIEW

This section represents a novel formal model for
blockchain based crowdsourcing. In this framework, the
crowdsourcing tasks could be irregular and dynamic based on
both location and time. We discuss the fundamental concepts
of the proposed system and illustrates the workflow diagram
briefly.

four basic components. These are user block, crowdsourced
marketplace, smart contract and blockchain. We will discuss
each components thoroughly in this section.
Definition 1. User Block: A mobile crowdsourcing system is
consists of several types of participants. In our previous work,
we have classfied the participants into three categories namely
contributors, task requesters, and coordinators [16]. However,
in this research work, we have included all the users in the
user block of our system model. The users can reside in this
block if they own any smart devices, including smartphone,
smartwatch, notebooks. All of the users will have to take the
authorization power to use this system. This procedure can
be accomplished efficiently by registering themselves in the
system. We denoted a user by u which is a tuple of huid, locu ,
tu , stsu , urtsu , Qu i where
•

uid is a unique user ID

•

locu is the latest recorded location of the user u

•

tu is the latest time at which the user u participated
in any crowdsourced task

•

stsu is the current availability status of the user u

•

urtsu is the registration time of the user u

•

SKLu is a tuple hskl1 ,skl2 , ... ,skln i, where each
skli denotes a skill of the user u (e.g. video editing,
photo tagging, content writing, website development).

•

Qu is a tuple hq1 ,q2 , ... ,qn i, where each qi denotes a
QoS property of the user u (e.g. bandwidth, reputation
value, coverage distance, latency).

In this user block, there can be two types of users according to their role in this proposed system, namely, task
requester and contributor. In our previous paper [17], we
have defined these two types of users briefly. The user who
posts a task request to the crowdsourced marketplace is called
task requester. Any user who will accomplish the task by
fulfilling all the requirements is called contributor. Thus, in the
crowdsourced marketplace, the task requester act as a buyer,
and the contributor act as a seller. Their analytical definition
is as follows:
Definition 2. Task Requester: When a user u send a crowdsourced task request crt to the crowdsourced marketplace, then
the marketplace consider that user as a task requester treq
which is a tuple of htreqid, uidtreq , nocrt, rptreq i where
•

treqid is a unique task requester ID

•

uidtreq is a unique user ID of the task requester treq

•

nocrttreq is the total number of tasks requested by
task requester treq

•

rptreq is the current rating points of the task requester
treq

A. Components of the System Model

The information mentioned above will be stored at the
blockchain only for further references. This way of data storing
will reduce the amount of redundant data in the system.

In this section, we describe the components of our proposed
system. As shown in Fig. 2, the system is composed of

Definition 3. Contributor: When a user u is eligible to
perform a crowdsourced task request crt to the crowdsourced
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1. Send Task Request

Crowdsourced
Marketplace

•

desctr is the text description of the task ctr

•

SU BTctr is a tuple hsubt1 ,subt2 , ... ,subtn i, where
each subtctr denotes the type for each subtask of each
component which is constitutes of tyctr . Task requester
can provide this information while requesting for a
task.

•

SU BDESctr is a tuple hsubdes1 ,subdes2 , ...
,subdesn i, where each subdesctr denotes the text
description for each subtask of each component of
tyctr . Task requester can provide this information if
he/she added the sub-task types while requesting for
a task.

•

Qctr is a tuple hq1 ,q2 , ... ,qn i, where each qctr denotes
the minimum requirement for each QoS property of the
selected contributor to do the task ctr.

2. Select Contributor

User

User

Requester

User

User

Contributor
User Block
3. Establishing
Smart Contract

4. Add New Block
after Task Completion

BlockChain

Fig. 2. System Model.

marketplace, then the marketplace consider that user as a
contributor con which is a tuple of hconid, uidcon , nocrtcon ,
tearncon , rpcon i, where
•

conid is a unique contributor ID

•

uidcon is a unique user ID of the contributor con

•

nocrtcon is the total number of sub-tasks performed
by contributor con

•

tearncon is the total earning of the contributor con

•

rpcon is the current rating points of the contributor
con

The aforementioned information will also be stored at the
blockchain solely for additional references which will reduce
the quantity of redundant data in the system.
Definition 4. Request: When a task requester treq wants
to perform a task and requires more workers to achieve that,
the task requester then demands one or more contributors by
posting a task request to the crowdsourced marketplace. This
request is called the crowdsourced task request ctr which is a
tuple of hcrtid, locctr , tctr , noconctr , costctr , desctr , tyctr ,
SU BTctr , SU BDESctr , Qctr i where
•

ctrid is a unique crowdsourced task request ID

•

locctr is the location where the task ctr needed to be
performed

•

tctr is the last time within which the task ctr should
be completed

•

noconctr is the number of contributor needed to
complete the task ctr

•

costctr is the total cost of the task ctr that a task
requester is ready to pay

•

tyctr is the type of the task ctr

Definition 5. Crowdsourced Marketplace: Crowdsourcing
marketplace is a platform which brings the set of contributors
CON and the set of task requesters T REQ under the same
network and connects them to each other through a task.
There might be several tasks which are easier to do if it is
distributed among other people. Crowdsourced marketplace
receives such kind of task requests CT R and finds the suitable
contributors who can accomplish the tasks. In this research, we
have used an online cloud-based platform as our crowdsourced
marketplace.
Definition 6. Blockchain: Blockchain is a distributed transaction ledger which can store a collection of blocks through
establishing a chain. In our proposed model, a block stores
information related to an accomplished task and adds it to
the blockchain network. Each block bcn is a tuple of hbcidn ,
bcidn−1 , bctn , ctr, uidtreq , uidCON i where
•

bcidn is the unique block ID. Here, block ID is the
hash value of the block.

•

bcidn−1 is the previous block’s ID. Here, the previous
block’s ID is the hash value of the previous block.

•

bctn is the time when block bcn is created.

•

ctr is the crowdsourced task request.

•

uidtreq is the unique user ID of the task requester who
posted the crowdsourced task request.

•

uidCON is the unique user ID of the set of contributors that participated in the crowdsourced task.

Definition 7. Smart Contract: A smart contract is a contract
which contains previously defined terms and conditions written
by the blockchain network. In our system, the smart contract
sc is a tuple of hscidctr , ctr, uidtreq , uidCON , scp, scacsc i
where
•

scidctr is the unique smart contract id for the task ctr

•

ctr is the crowdsourced task request

•

uidtreq is the unique user ID of the task requester who
posted the crowdsourced task request

•

uidCON is the unique user ID of the set of contributors that participated in the crowdsourced task
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•

scp is the protocol or rules that is used to create the
smart contract

•

scacsc is the account balance of the smart contract
sc.

B. Work Flow of the System Model
The workflow of our proposed system is presented in Fig.
3. This system performs the following actions are illustrated
subsequently:

Requester

Contributor

Crowdsourced
Marketplace

BlockChain

Smart Contract

Step 7: The task requester treq and the contributor
con will give a rating point to each other and submit the
rating points to the crowdsourced marketplace. Eventually, the
crowdsource marketplace will add the information related to
the task ctr, task requester treq and contributor con to the
blockchain by creating a block bc as a transaction for further
references.
V.

P ROPOSED M ODEL

In this section, we propose a novel blockchain-based
crowdsourcing framework using smart contract. Our crowdsourced model is segmented into seven steps. We explain each
step in each subsection.
A. User Registration to the System

Send Task Request
Search Suitable
Contributor

The crowdsourced marketplace mainly permits the authorized user to operate the system. To post a task or to receive
a task request, a user must have a smart device through which
he/she can register himself/herself to the system. After completion of the registration process, the crowdsourced marketplace
will provide a unique user identity (User ID) to the user.
However, there might be several malicious users who can
exploit the system by creating fake user identities. This kind
of intrusion is called the Sybil attack [18].

Forward Task Request
Accept Task Request &
Send Acknowledgement
Create Smart Contract

Send Smart Contract

Send Task Money
Submit Task Results
Send Task Money
Forward Task Results
Send Task Rating Points

Add transaction to
Blockchain

Fig. 3. Work Flow Diagram of Blockchain-based Mobile Crowdsourcing
Framework.

Step 1: The task requester treq posts a task request ctr
in the crowdsourced marketplace with his intended budget and
minimum requirements of the contributors to do that specific
task.
Step 2: The crowdsourced marketplace explores the set of
contributors CON and retrieves eligible contributors according
to the task request ctr. Later, the request is forwarded to the
selected contributors only.
Step 3: When a contributor con agrees to do the task,
then he/she conveys an acknowledgment message to the marketplace.
Step 4: The crowdsource marketplace triggers the smart
contract upon receiving the acknowledgment from the contributor con. The smart contract will be designed based on the task
request ctr.

The most common way to prevent this attack is to take
the registration fee from the user while registering into the
system. Nevertheless, this will increase the cost of the user, and
they might be unwilling to pay additionally for the registration
[19]. Thus, the user has to submit any identification card (e.g.
Student ID, Office ID, National ID, Passport, Driving Licence)
to prove his/her identity. In this way, we can prevent sybil
attack [20].
Fig. 4 illustrates the process of user registration in the system. Initially, the user will submit his/her profile information
including his/her identification card and smart device information to the crowdsourced marketplace. The crowdsourced
marketplace will forward the information to the identity verification centre for user authentication. If the user is legitimate,
then the crowdsourced marketplace will send a unique user ID
to the user, and it will add the user in the particular position in
the user block so that the user can gain a remarkable advantage
of the system. The users are stored in a sorted form according
to their smart device information in the user block. This sorting
will help the marketplace to choose contributors from the user
block.
Crowdsourced
Marketplace
1. Send Proﬁle Information
and ID Card

2. Send the Proﬁle
Information for Validation

User

Step 5: The smart contract is sent to the task requester treq
and the contributor con. After receiving the smart contract, the
contributor con starts working on the task ctr, and the task
requester treq transfers the task money.
Step 6: After finishing the task ctr, the contributor con
forwards the output to the smart contract. If the output satisfies
the task requirements, the smart contract transfers the task
money to the contributor con and forward the output to the
task requester treq.
www.ijacsa.thesai.org
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Centre
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User

User

User

User
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Fig. 4. User Registration Process.
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to find a suitable contributor who has expertise in this
field.

B. Task Request Placement
The task requesters can place a task request at the crowdsourced marketplace irrespective of time and place. However,
to post a task, he/she must specify the task request precisely to
such an extent that the marketplace finds suitable contributors
for that task without any issue. In the previous section, we have
formally defined a task request. The requester must provide the
following information while posting a task request.
•

Task Location: The task requester should clearly
define the area where the task should be carried out.
The task location can be an area, a city or evan a
country. If the task requester keeps this field blank,
then the task can be performed at any places.

•

Task Finishing Time: One of the essential criteria of
a task request is the finishing time of the task. The
task requester must provide a deadline within which
the contributor should complete the task.

•

Number of Contributors: There are various tasks
where we need only one person to complete it. For
example, to write an article for a blog needs only one
person. Additionally, there are several tasks where we
need many people to finish it. In particular, if we want
to collect data from several places of Dhaka city, we
need more people. The task requesters should specify
the number of contributors to perform the task.

•

Budget: The task requesters also necessitate estimating the cost needed to execute any task. Moreover,
he/she have to pay to use the services of the marketplace, smart contract and the blockchain network. The
service charge of the marketplace, contract and the
network is constant. Thus, the task requester has to
make a budget considering all these costs. The budget
of the task can be defined using equation 1:
costctr = costcon + costmkt + costsc + costbc (1)
Here, costctr is the budget of the task which is the
total cost to execute the task. The budget includes four
types of cost:
◦ costcon is the cost of the contributor. This
amount will be transferred to the contributor
after the successful task completion.
◦ costmkt is the cost of the crowdsourced marketplace. The crowdsourced marketplace will
charge a few amount to maintain the task
placement, task distribution and more.
◦ costsc is the cost of smart contract. To maintain the feasibility of the smart contract, a fixed
amount will be cut from the task budget.
◦ costbc is the cost of blockchain. A certain
amount will be fixed for the maintenance of
the blockchain network.

•

Task Type: Different types of task can be implemented using crowdsourcing. The example includes
photo tagging, video editing, content writing, website
or application development. The most popular task,
according to the paper [21], is content creation. This
task type selection will be helpful for the marketplace

•

Task Description: The task requester also should describe the task according to the context. For example, a
task requester needs an article writer for his/her blog.
This information is not sufficient to understand the
task. Thus, the requester must explain the task clearly
by setting the article types, word limits, font style and
size and more. By reading the task description, the
contributors will understand the task thoroughly.

•

Sub-Task Type: Occasionally, a complex crowdsourced task is consists of several simple subtasks. For
example, a task requester requests for a website for
his/her organisation. This website development task
is consists of several subtasks such as user interface
designing, database designing, connecting interface
with the database, testing the system and so on [22].
The task requester may choose the types of subtask
for a better product.

•

Sub-Task Description: The task requester also may
provide a text description for the betterment of their
product. If a task requester asks for a website for
his/her company, he/she might address the specifications for several sub-tasks. For example, the user
interface should contain a plethora of blue colour;
the database should be built using MySQL and so
on. This description will help the contributor to study
and implement the small details provided by the task
requester.

•

Minimum Requirement of the Contributor: The
task requester can also outline the requirements of the
contributor that he/she wants to perform the task. For
example, he/she can prefer a contributor who has a
mobile device with at least 4 GB of RAM, have a
rating point more than four and completed at least ten
tasks in the platform. Thus, the marketplace promptly
finds a contributor as the requester has already minimized the search list.

Algorithm 1 illustrates the process of task request placement in the crowdsource marketplace. The above-explained
elements are the input of this algorithm. The output is a
successful task request which will be posted in the marketplace
with the unique ID ctrid. In the beginning, we investigate
whether the task requester is a posting for the first time or
not. If he/she is a new task requester, then the system will
provide them with a unique task requester ID treqid using
createTaskRequester() function. This function creates a new
task requester’s ID. The task requester treq is assigned a
threshold value θrp as rating point. (Line 1 ∼ 3). Next, the
algorithm will check whether the rating point of the treq
is greater than or equal to the threshold value θrp (Line
4). Otherwise, treq will be ineligible to post a task in the
marketplace (Line 15 ∼ 16). Both of the threshold values θrp
and θcost will be decided by the marketplace based on the
task type ty. Then, we will compare the budget of the task.
If the budget of the task costctr is higher than the total cost
of the task, then it will proceed in the next step. Contrarily,
it will return an insufficient budget error message. In the
sixth line, we calculate the number of available contributors
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Algorithm 1: Task Request Placement

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Input: Input for Task Request, In =
{ treqid, rptreq locctr , tctr , noconctr , costctr , desctr , tyctr , Qctr }
Output: ctrid
if newTaskRequester() then
treqid = createTaskRequester()
rptreq = θrp
if In.rptreq >= θrp then
if In.costctr > (θcost + costmkt + costsc + costbc )
then
availCon = checkAvailableContibutors();
if In.nocon <= availCon then
Create task request ctr along with a unique ID
ctrid
Update CT R
nocrt + +
else

11

return “No Available Contributors” message

12

1
2
3
4
5

Input: {crtid, λ, wttbf r , tbf rty }
Output: taskReleaseF lagtbf r
foreach crtid in tbf rty do
taskReleaseF lagtbf r = false
if tbf rty is full then
taskReleaseF lagtbf r = true
return taskReleaseF lagtbf r

8

else if wttbf r ¿= λ then
taskReleaseF lagtbf r = true
return taskReleaseF lagtbf r

9

else

6
7

10

waitForRelease()

contributor starts releasing the task for distribution (Line 3 ∼
5).

else

13

return “Insufficient Task Budget” message

14
15

Algorithm 2: Task Request Distribution

D. Contributor Selection

else

16

return “Ineligible for Task Placement” message

17

return “Successful Task Placement” message with ctrid

who are interested in participating in the crowdsourcing task.
We use checkAvailableContibutors() functions and store the
result in availCon. Then, we compute if the number of
contributors required to perform the task is less than availCon.
If affirmative, then a task request ID ctrid is created, and
the task is posted to the marketplace. The set of all the task
CT R is updated, and the number of tasks posted by the task
requester nocrt is incremented (Line 7 ∼ 10). Contrarily, the
task request is refused due to the lack of contributors (Line 11
∼ 12).
C. Task Request Arrival and Distribution
Suppose there is noctr number of task requests posted
by notreq number of task requesters. To distribute the task
request among the contributors, we first divide the time period
T P to i slots as T P = {t1 , t2 , t3 , ..., ti }. In each slot, the
task requests have been posted randomly. Thus, we use the
Poisson process [23] with the arrival rate λ as the task types
are heterogeneous. If the crowdsourced marketplace starts
searching suitable contributors for a task immediately after
the task posting, it will increase the cost as well as decrease
the utility of the marketplace. Therefore, the crowdsourced
marketplace distribute the tasks among the contributors using
the Algorithm 2.
The marketplace will push all the incoming task requests
crt in the task buffer tbf rty based on task types. The buffer
tbf rty will be used as a input of the Algorithm 2 and
the taskReleaseF lag is the output of this algorithm. The
taskReleaseF lag is initialized to false for all tbf rty . By
applying Algorithm 2, the marketplace will wait for λ amount
of time to distribute the task (Line 8 ∼ 9). After the completion
of waiting time wttbf r , the marketplace starts searching for
the contributor to assign all the task requests (Line 6 ∼ 8).
If tbf rty is full before the completion of waiting period, the

When the taskReleaseF lag is true, the system proceeds
to the next step and initiates Algorithm 3. In our previous
work [17], we used the reverse-auction method to select
the contributor. This method was used to find whether the
users are interested in performing any task. In this proposed
model, we used a flag to find the availability status of each
user. The availability status sts of a user will be true by
default which means he/she is willing to perform a task.
If a user is already assigned any task, his/her sts will be
false. A user can also change his/her sts from true to false
manually for a definite amount of time, according to his/her
choice if he/she is not interested in performing any task. The
function f indAvailableU ser() is used to determine the list
of interested users availableuser.
To become a contributor, users have to pass through several
requirements. At first, we verify whether their current location
is in the task location or not (Line 5). Then, we examine
whether the task type is similar to their skills (Line 6). Finally,
we review each QoS parameters (Line 8 ∼ 10). If the user
passes all of these requirements, then the algorithm chooses
him as a contributor. This process is continued until we find
all the contributors needed to perform the task (Line 11 ∼
14). Ultimately, the algorithm returns the list of contributors
to the marketplace (Line 15 ∼ 16). If the number of recognised
contributors is less than the required number of contributors,
then we call for a reverse auction which was proposed in [17]
and include all the contributors in the list (Line 17 ∼ 21). This
method will help the marketplace to collect all the eligible
contributors to perform the task.
E. Smart Contract Implementation
The smart contract sc is an agreement between the task
requester treq and the contributor con. The contract runs
automatically according to predefined rules and protocols. The
crowdsourced marketplace will initiate the smart contract for
both task requester and contributor. The Algorithm 4 depicts
the specific actions of the smart contract.
Firstly, the crowdsourced market place will accept the task
money taskM oney from the task requester treqid based on
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Algorithm 3: Contributor Selection

F. Rating Point Computation

Input: {crt, tbf r, U }
Output: conlist
1 count = 0
2 need = 0
3 foreach crtid in tbf rty do
4
availableuser = f indAvailableU ser(U )
5
foreach user u in availableuser do
6
if locu in locctr then
7
if tycrt in SKLu then
8
if each qu ¿= qctr then
9
conlisti = u
10
count + +
11
if count ¿= noconctr then
12
break

After receiving the task result, the task requester bestows a
rating point to the contributors based on their satisfaction level.
On the other hand, the requester also gets a rating point from
the contributors. These rating points will define the reputation
of the users. There are several ways to compute reputation
scores including Mean-based reputation [24], Bayesian reputation [25], Fuzzy reputation [26] and so on. We modify the
following equation to calculate the reputation score of the users
which has been proposed in [27].
rp =

16

if count ¿= noconctr then
return conlist

17

else

15

G. Addition of Transaction Block
need = noconctr - count
conAuction = reverseAuction(crt, need, θt )
append conAuction in conlist
return conlist

18
19
20
21

Algorithm 4: Smart Contract Implementation

3
4
5
6
7
8

Input: {crt, treqid, con}
Output: taskResult
taskM oney = ReceiveM oney(treqid, costctr )
conM oney = taskM oney - (costmkt + costsc + costbc )
SignContract(treqid, con, ctrid, conM oney)
taskResult = ReceiveT askResult(con)
if ResultV alidation(taskResult) then
if currentT ime < tctr then
T ransf erM oney(con, conM oney)
return taskResult

11

14

Hash of the Previous Block

Hash of the Current Block

TimeStamp

Nonce

Transaction 1
Transaction 2

Transaction n

T ransf erM oney(treqid, taskM oney)
return “Task Incomplete” message

10

13

After computing the rating points, the crowdsourced marketplace will add the task details in the blockchain. We will
not use any miner competition to add any transaction to
the blockchain. The miner competition executes very timeconsuming calculations. This miner competition also wastes
a lot of resources where the mobile devices have resource
constraints [28]. Thus, the marketplace will choose a miner
using the miner selection algorithm proposed in [29]. The
transaction block is illustrated in the Fig. 5.

else

9

12

(2)

We calculate the reputation score rp in equation 2 using
weighted average for each rating points. Here, tri is the task
rating for each task, twj is the task weight for each QoS (e.g.
bandwidth, reputation value, coverage distance, latency).

continue

14

1

tri × twi

i=1 j=1

else

13

2

qos
n X
X

Fig. 5. Structure of Transaction Block.

else
T ransf erM oney(treqid, taskM oney)
return “Task Invalid” message

the task request ctr (Line 1). The cost of the marketplace
costmkt , smart contract costsc and blockchain costbc will
be deducted before the contract creation (Line 2). Then,
the marketplace will create a smart contract for the budget
of conM oney based on the predefined protocols. The task
requester treqid and the contributor con will sign the contract for the task completion using SignContract function
(Line 3). After receiving the task result taskResult from the
contributor, the contract will verify the result. If the result is
valid and submitted on due time, then the smart contract will
transfer the money to the contributor (Line 4 ∼ 8). Otherwise,
the money will be transferred to the task requester (Line 9 ∼
14).

Each transaction block in the blockchain is consists of
two parts: block header and block body. The block header
contains the hash value of the current and previous block,
timestamp and nonce. Each block is encrypted using a hash
algorithm, and the hash is stored in the block header. The
block header also contains the hash of the previous block for
security purpose. The timestamp is applied to retain the time
for each transaction. A nonce is a number which is employed
for hashing in the blockchain. The block body comprises of
a list of transactions. Each transaction is consists of task
requester’s information, contributor’s information, and task
request’s information.
VI.

S ECURITY A NALYSIS

A blockchain-based model should address several security
properties. Our proposed framework also provides these properties as it is established based on blockchain. In this section,
we discuss several properties that our system offers.
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A. Concusses in the Blockchain

D. Integrity

With decentralized frameworks, particularly in blockchainbased, a concussion problem can arise. This problem happens
when various miner compete to make a block around the same
time [30]. Here each miner chooses the same block’s hash as a
parent hash and creates a block. These types of blocks are not
accepted into the blockchain network. In the case of bitcoin,
these types of blocks are called orphan block [31] and in the
case of ethereum, we call it uncle block [32]. As shown in Fig.
6, when a miner creates a block, it will be linked to create a
chain that neither corruptible nor changeable.

Blockchain technology implements a Merkle tree to guarantee the integrity of the data [33]. In ethereum, the principle
of Merkle tree was introduced to allow for a lightweight, and
adequate verifiable proof that assures a transaction is added
into a block. The hashes of the child nodes in this data structure
are merged into the header of a parent node. This strategy for
connecting headers of children’s nodes and linking them to
the header of the parent node goes on until the last node, right
above the root node. This process implies that the root node
holds information of all nodes. The Merkle tree includes a
hash of all transactions in a block. Thus, if a node wishes to
check if a transaction has been modified or not, nodes need to
create the Markle Block using entire block transactions [34].
This tree makes validating or invalidating a task effortless.

Block 103-A

Block 101

Block 102

Block 103

Block 103-B

E. Security
Block 103-C

Fig. 6. Concusses in Blockchain.

In the proposed system, there is no concusses problem
as all the task-related transaction maintained by the smart
contract. Thus, each block’s information will be sent to the
miner after a specific time interval, as shown in Fig. 7 and,
there is no chance for missing any block.
Task Block 1
12.02 PM

Task Block 2

Task Block 3

12.04 PM

12.06 PM

Task Block 4
12.08 PM

Time
Fig. 7. Solution of Concusses.

The proposed method ensures protection by preventing
unauthorised access and misuse of task-related information.
Due to the immutable attribute of Blockchain, it is difficult to
alter the documented information on Blockchain. If someone
changes a transaction, all block information from that block to
the new block would have to be re-mined. A unique hash value
is contained by each block using a hash function and the hash
of the previous block. If one tries to modify a block’s data,
the different hash value will result out from this modification.
New hash value will conflict with the next block’s value. For
this reason, re-mined will be needed for the next block. For
all the blocks in the chain, the same process of re-mining
is required. When the miner is involved in re-mining old
blocks, new blocks would be attached to the chain, making
it incredibly impossible to exploit a single block. This method
requires a massive computing capacity, which is practically
impossible in reality [34]. Blockchain, shown in Fig. 8 assures
us the information is tamper-proof, and it is quite impossible
to manipulate data in our proposed system.
0 Block

B. Anonymity
The identity information of contributors and requesters are
protected by anonymity which is essential for crowdsourcing
platforms. The anonymity of contributor indicates the interconnectivity between the retrival and the privacy of workers
[15]. Similarly, anonymity of requesters can be defined as the
submission unlinkability between task submission and identity
information. In the proposed system uidtreq is the unique user
ID of the task requester and who posted the crowdsourced
task request and uidCON is the unique user ID of the set of
contributors that participated in the crowdsourced task. From
these ID it is not possible to find the relation between task
requester, task request and contributors.

1 Block

20 Block

Previous Hash

Time Stamp

Previous Hash

Time Stamp

Previous Hash

Time Stamp

Transaction
root

Nonce

Transaction
root

Nonce

Transaction
root

Nonce

Transactions

Transactions

Transactions

Fig. 8. Security in Blockchain.

F. Privacy
For widespread deployment and acceptance of crowdsourcing, privacy considerations must involve both task requester
and contributors [35]. As task requester and contributor are
registered into the system, and they use the unique identifier
into the blockchain, this provides anonymity and privacy of
requesters and contributors.

C. Efficiency

G. Fairness

The computing cost should be minimal enough to guarantee
the equivalent services can be provided by the smart contract.
The cost of the associated operation must not cross the gas
limit [15]. The efficiency of the proposed system is shown in
Section VII.

Fairness in crowdsourcing refers to a fair sharing in labour
results and rewards between the task requesters and the
contributors who have given the right solutions [36]. In the
proposed system, the task management process is done by
smart contracts where the two party’s agreement makes the
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contracts. Smart contracts are responsible for checking the task
results after submitted by the contributors. If the results match
the requirements, then the reward money will be sent to the
contributors to ensure fairness.
H. Decentralization
The blockchain is a decentralized distributed ledger system
built into a network of multiple interconnected nodes. All the
network nodes get a distributed ledger, which includes the
transaction history known in the blockchain [37]. Compared to
conventional systems that depend on crowdsourcing networks,
the proposed scheme guarantees that transaction details of
requesters and contributors are recorded in the blockchain.
I. Comparative Analysis of Property
In Table I, we have presented the comparison between
existing systems and our proposed system based on several
security properties which are discussed in this section. From
this table, we can observe that the concuss solutions, integrity,
efficiency are missing in [38], [15], [13], [39]. Moreover, [38]
do not provide anonymity and privacy. In our proposed system,
we have solved the concuss problem and provided all the
properties.
TABLE I. C OMPARISON BETWEEN E XISTING S YSTEMS AND P ROPOSED
S YSTEM
Properties
Concuss
Anonymity
Integrity
Privacy
Security
Decentralization
Efficiency

BPTM [15]
X
X
×
X
X
X
×

VII.

CrowdSFL [13]
X
X
×
X
X
X
×

WorkerREp [39]
X
X
×
X
X
X
×

Ours
×
X
X
X
X
X
X

E XPERIMENT R ESULTS

The name of one of the most popular blockchain communities is Ethereum [40]. Ethereum facilitates smart contract
functionality in such a way that any Ethereum wallet owner
can implement their smart contract on the Ethereum network
to benefit their specific business rules. To deploy a blockchainbased crowdsourcing framework in Ethereum, we need to set
up the environment first.

provided by it to pre-fund with 100 Ether including a 12
words seed sentence to restore them.
3) MetaMask: MetaMask is a browser plug-in that can
be used by a user on Chrome, Firefox, Opera and Brave.
It adds an API to the browser that makes the read-write
requests from standard websites in the Ethereum blockchain,
which is a JavaScript library built by the Ethereum core team
named web3.js. It enables users to transact Ethereum via
traditional websites, communicate to an Ethereum node locally
or remotely, via an HTTP or IPC connection[15].
B. Cost Analysis of the System
The cryptocurrency in the Ethereum chain is known as
Ether (ETH). Computing cost is payable in ETH within the
blockchain and EVM. The execution fee is measured in
gas terminology. The Ethereum transaction specifies the data
signed by the party initiating the exchange and includes a
message sent from the client to some other blockchain client.
Contracts can also transfer information to all other contracts
when function calls have been formulated for each contract.
There is a gasP rice sector in a transaction, reflecting the
fee that the sender is expected to pay for gas. A notification
or another transaction causes the execution of a contract.
Every command is then executed on every network node. For
every executed operation there is a specified cost, expressed
in several gas units and each transaction has a maximum ether
cost that is then equal to gasLimit × gasP rice [42].
TABLE II. C OMPARISON OF S MART C ONTRACT D EPLOYMENT
Contract
BPTM [15]
CrowdSFL[13]
WorkerRep[39]
Proposed System

Gas Used
973093
455416
247863
156290

Actual Cost (Ether)
0.0194619
0.0091083
0.0049573
0.0031258

USD
6.77274
3.16969
1.72514
1.08778

In Table II, we show the gas costs and the corresponding
prices in $ for the deployment of the agreement contract
between existing and proposed systems. At the time of carrying
out the experiments, September 2020, the ether exchange
rate was 1 ETH = 348.28$, and the median gasPrice was
approximately 0.0000002 ETH (20 Gwei). The comparison
between different blockchain-based system is also illustrated
in Fig. 9.
1000000

A. Environment and Tools
For the implementation of our system prototype, Truffle,
Ganache and Metamask are used.

750000

500000

1) Truffle: Truffle is primarily able to compile soliditywritten smart contracts, executing migration on different contracts, and producing ABI (Application Binary Interface) [41].
2) Ganache: Ganache is a local RPC blockchain server
which is embedded into Truffle. Ten initial accounts are

250000

0
BPTM

CrowdSFL

WorkerRep

Ours

Fig. 9. Comparison Analysis.
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VIII.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORKS

Privacy of the user’s data is still a significant issue
nowadays. As it is difficult to breach the confidentiality of
data stored in a blockchain, we proposed a blockchain-based
crowdsourcing model in this paper. The coordinator distributes
the tasks in this model, so the fairness of the system prevails.
Additionally, the tasks are assessed by the smart contract;
therefore, it is possible to prevent any failure in the output. Through adopting blockchain, this model can provide
anonymity, integrity, security and efficiency. We have analysed
our model with a few existing models. Our model performs
adequately well, and it consumes less gas and ether than other
models. In future, we will add an incentive mechanism to our
proposed model; hence, the users will be more interested in
using this platform.
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